IRIS FLOW HEADPHONES
‘Find your flow’ with the first headphones
to have IRIS technology built in
£379/$399

40
mm

40mm beryllium drivers

aptX HD & AAC codecs

aptX low latency for
synchronised gaming
and video

Magnetic ear-pads
optimised for comfort
and sound isolation

Audiophile-grade
onboard amplifier and
DAC

Optimised phone calls with
dual microphones and
Qualcomm cVc technology

Bluetooth BLE 5.1 and
wired connections

37 hour battery life

Headphones built without compromise, premium
materials, incredible comfort and revolutionary
audio technology that dramatically improves
sound quality while simultaneously activating your
brain, to help you find your flow.

WHAT IS IRIS
IRIS is a revolutionary new audio technology which
places the human brain at the centre of the listening
experience, the patented IRIS algorithm creates
active listening, engaging the listener to bring a
heightened “live” dimension to all recorded sound.
With IRIS technology built into each pair of IRIS Flow
Headphones, you can now experience rich, immersive
sound from all audio - streaming music, video, spoken
word, podcasts, gaming and more.
IRIS Flow Headphones deliver the best possible
listening experience and set a new standard in
personal audio.

“IRIS offers users a revolutionary
and immersive live experience”

“I have been using IRIS for a while,
and remain a little awed. It even
seems to squeeze audio juice
from poor recordings”

“This start up makes MP3
sound like live music”

“IRIS re-synthesizes components
of a track that are often lost
during the digitization process”

FIND YOUR FLOW WITH IRIS
IRIS is the result of decades of research into the
effects of sound and frequency on the human body.
Designed to restore the qualities that make live
performances so engaging, IRIS immerses the listener
in sound at its purest, most organic form.
IRIS has been scientifically proven to activate flow
state, a neurological mindset of complete focus whilst
simultaneously being relaxed and engaged. Plug in,
put on your favorite music and immerse yourself in
incredible audio clarity.
Study conducted by the world leading neurological research department at:

PRODUCT DETAILS
Designed in the US
Audio engineered in the UK

Premium materials
Battery life 30 hours
with IRIS enabled, or
37 hours without IRIS
enabled

Weight 315g
Ergonomic
Aluminium
Chassis

Frequency response
5Hz-25,000Hz

Patented
Acoustic
Chamber

Best in market
40mm Beryllium
Drivers

Sound-isolating
foam padding
with rich protein
leather

USB-C charging
and 3.5mm
connector

IN THE BOX

Headphones

Carry case

3.5mm to
3.5mm audio
wire 1300mm
in length

USB-C to
USB-C data
wire 1300mm
in length

USB-C
to USB-A
adapter

3.5mm to
6.35mm
adapter

IRIS is also available on iOS and Android
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